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ABSTRACT

In this paper a complete presentation of Pyramidal Hemisphere subdivision method is given. This method
improves Monte Carlo radiosity by sending more rays towards selected directions. More precisely, we
determine regions of the scene where the distribution of the energy must be done more accurately. The
number of rays sent in a direction is function of a pyramidal region, defined by the center of the shooting
patch and a spherical triangle on the surface of a hemisphere surrounding the patch, and the number of
patches contained in this region. Thus, the rays shot from a patch have not all the same energy. This
method allows us not only to obtain fine details much sooner and with lower cost, but also the overall
efficiency is considerably increased. Next we present a new way to calculate the number of rays sent in a
region by using a dynamic estimation of the visible patches in this region.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Radiosity has been introduced in Computer Graphics
in 1984 by Goral and al. [GTG84]. The original
radiosity method is based on a subdivision of the
environment into flat polygons. It assumed that all
surfaces are perfect Lambertian reflectors and
radiosity is constant across the surface of each patch.
The computation of form factors is the most time-
consuming part of this method. Several papers have
proposed various methods to reduce this cost
[CGI86], [CCW88], [HSA91].

Another class of radiosity algorithms [BNN98],
[FP93], [JP97], [JP98], [JPS99], [NNB97], [Sbe93],
[Shi91] tries to reduce the computational cost by
using Monte Carlo techniques based on shooting
rays. The new method presented in this paper
belongs to this class of radiosity algorithms.

The pyramidal hemisphere subdivision method is
based on the hemisphere subdivision method [JP97],
[JP98]. The hemisphere subdivision method is a

technique that improves a classic Monte Carlo
radiosity technique. With the hemisphere subdivision
method, a useful image of a scene can be obtained
much sooner than with the Monte Carlo radiosity
technique. The hemisphere surrounding a surface
patch is divided into spherical triangles and
interesting directions are searched in each spherical
triangle. A direction is interesting if its density (that
is the number of surfaces in this direction) is
important. Thus, rays are shot to determine
interesting directions and each spherical triangle is
recursively divided into four spherical triangles.
Additional random rays are shot into each spherical
triangle. The main drawback of this method is that
rays have two different functions: the first one is to
compute good directions for shooting rays; the
second is to expand the energy of the patch. Thus,
some rays do not transport energy while others
transport energy proportional to the area of the
corresponding spherical triangle. Another drawback
of the method is its lack of accuracy, because the
density of a region of the scene is an average value
computed from densities according to a small
number of directions.



Pyramidal hemisphere subdivision, initially
presented in [JPS99], is an alternative to the
hemisphere subdivision. As, in the hemisphere
subdivision method, rays have two different
functions, it would be interesting not to use rays at
all in the good direction determining process. So,
triangular pyramids are used to compute densities in
a global manner.

In section 2, the general principle of algorithms
using Monte Carlo techniques to compute radiosity
will be presented. In section 3, we will give a
complete presentation of the pyramidal hemisphere
subdivision method and will present some
improvements of the initial version, while results of
this new method will be given in section 5.
Implementation details will be explained in section
4. We will conclude in section 6.

2. MONTE CARLO RADIOSITY

The Monte Carlo based algorithms work according
to the following principle: given a patchi and a set
of Ni points uniformly distributed over the surface of
the patch, a direction is generated for each point of
the patch, according to the cosine of the angle
between this direction and the patch normal. For a
patch j, the numberNij of lines which have the
nearest intersection point with the surfaces of the
scene on the patchj, can be calculated. So, the ratio
Nij/Ni is an approximation of the form factorFij

between patchesi andj.

The pseudo-code program in Figure 1 describes a
conventional Monte Carlo method [Shi91], [FP93],
where unsent

i� is the accumulated energy not yet

propagated of the patchi, emit

i� is the exitance and�i

is the total energy leaving the patchi. In Monte
Carlo radiosity methods the energy of a patch is
divided in r rays that carry the same energy� ray. The
number of rays sent from a patchi is directly
proportional to unsent

i� .

In Figure 2, we describe the shooting rays
algorithm for a conventional Monte Carlo method,
where� j is the reflectivity of the patchj.

The radiosity computing process is terminated
when all the energy of the scene has been distributed
or when a useful image has been obtained.

A problem with the Monte Carlo radiosity is the
noise due to its inability to fit into different kinds of
scenes in order to increase the convergence. So, the
process of distributing the energy of a patch is
independent of the position of the other patches in
the scene. To improve Monte Carlo radiosity, we
present a new method that takes into account the
properties of the objects (position, reflectivity…) to

distribute energy more precisely, in order to obtain a
useful image more quickly.

for all patches i do
emit

ii

unsent

i �����

while no convergence do
{

for all patches i do
{

Compute r i , the number of
rays to shoot from patch i

Send the rays in order to
propagate energy

unsent

i� = 0

}
}

Figure 1: Pseudo-code describing a conventional
Monte Carlo radiosity method

i

unsent

iray r/���

for the r i rays do
{

Choose a random point,
uniformly distributed on i

Choose a random direction ������
generated according to the
cosine law

Find the nearest intersected
patch j

rayj

unsent

j

unsent

j

rayjjj

������

������

*

*

}

Figure 2: Pseudo-code describing the shooting rays
process in a conventional Monte Carlo method

3. REGULAR HEMISPHERE SUBDIVISION
BY USING A PYRAMID

3.1 Previous work

The hemisphere subdivision method is an adaptive
technique permitting to improve the progressive
refinement Monte Carlo radiosity [FP93] by
optimizing the choice of shooting rays [JP97],
[JP98].

More precisely, the purpose of this method is to
avoid tracing useless rays for visibility computation,
in order to obtain a good image sooner, while
sending more rays towards complex regions in order
to obtain a more precise image. To do this, the
algorithm works in the following manner: the
hemisphere surrounding a surface patch is divided
into four spherical triangles and interesting
directions are searched into each spherical triangle.
A direction is interesting if its density (that is the



number of surfaces in this direction) is significant.
Thus, rays are shot to determine interesting
directions and each spherical triangle is recursively
divided into four new spherical triangles.

Two techniques to distribute the energy have
been implemented. The first method propagates the
energy with the rays used to estimate the densities.
The second method uses two steps, a preprocessing
phase and a distribution phase.

3.2 Pyramidal hemisphere subdivision

As for the hemisphere subdivision method, the main
idea of the new method presented in this paper is to
determine regions of the scene where the distribution
of energy must be done more precisely (see Figure 3)
because the scene is more complex in these regions.

Figure 3: Distribution of energy must be more
precise in regions A and B

To identify all regions of the scene from a patch,
we construct a hemisphere on the patch surrounding
its center. The hemisphere is subdivided into
spherical triangles.

Then, if the regions of the scene have to be
subdivided more precisely, each spherical triangle is
subdivided into smaller spherical triangles. The
subdivision criterion is the density of region, but a
new definition of the density of a region is used in
this new method, allowing more accurate estimation.

To subdivide a hemisphere, various techniques
can be used. A first technique is based on
hemisphere subdivision in spherical triangles with
equal areas: the hemisphere is divided into four
equal spherical triangles and then, each spherical
triangle is subdivided into three new smaller, equal
sized, spherical triangles by joining the center of the
current spherical triangle with its three vertices. The
main drawback of this technique is that the
subdivision process cannot be recursively repeated
because the areas of the spherical triangles should
not be equal (see Figure 4a).

Another implemented technique is to subdivide
each spherical triangle into four new spherical

triangles. This is obtained by joining the middle
points of each edge of the current spherical triangle
(see Figure 4b). This method has the advantage to be
recursive, but the areas of the new spherical triangles
are not all equal (see Figure 5)

Figure 4: The initial spherical triangle ABC is
divided into three or four new spherical triangles

At the end of the subdivision process,Ntr

triangular pyramids are obtained, sampling the scene
into Ntr regions. Each pyramid is defined by the
center of the patch and three planes. Each plane is
defined by two vectors. These vectors have as origin
the center of the patch and as direction a vertex of a
spherical triangle (see Figure 6).

Figure 5: The areas of spherical triangles are not
equal

For each pyramid, its density is calculated. The
density of a pyramid determines the fraction of rays
to send in the pyramid in comparison with the
number of rays sent by the patch in the hemisphere.
In conventional Monte Carlo methods, the number of
rays to shoot in a region is proportional to the cosine
of the region with the normal of the patch. In our
method, the density of a region depends on the
cosine of the region and on the number of objects
contained in this region.



Figure 6 : Triangular pyramid associated with a
spherical triangle

The general strategy to calculate the density is
the following. The density of a pyramid is function
of two criteria. The first criterion is the ratio of the
number of patches inside the region defined by the
plane of the patch and its normal, and of the number
of patches contained in the pyramid. The second
criterion is the fraction of energy contained in the
pyramid. So, for a hemisphere surrounding a patchi
divided in Ntr spherical triangles, we calculate the
density of a pyramidp using the following formula:
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wheredensityip is the density in the pyramidp for the
patch i, fip is the fraction of energy of the patchi
propagated in the pyramidp, nip is the number of
patches contained byp andhf is a heuristic function.

The fraction of energy propagated in a pyramid is
independent of the patches.

pip ff �

Thus, we can calculate and store this fractionfp for
all the pyramids of the hemisphere.

The heuristic function depends on the fraction of
energyfp and on the number of patchesnip, contained
into a pyramid. We can define a general form of this
function:
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whereg(n) is the ratio of the patches contained in a
pyramid:
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In this paper�� and�� � are equal, so the heuristic
function used becomes:
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The general algorithm of this method could be
decomposed in two parts. The first part is a
preprocessing phase where we estimate the density
of each pyramid for all the patches. The second part
is a conventional Monte Carlo method (see Figure 1)
with a new method to shoot rays described in Figure
7 where rip is the number of rays to shoot in the
pyramid p from the patch i. This number is
proportional to the density of the pyramid. The
number of rays shot from patchi is approximately
the same as in the Monte Carlo radiosity method, but
their distribution is different.

For all the pyramids p do
{

r ip =density ip * r i

for the r ip rays do
{

Choose a random point,
uniformly distributed on i

Choose a random point on the
spherical triangle p

Find the nearest intersected
patch j

rayj

unsent

j

unsent

j

rayjjj

������

������

*

*

}

Figure 7: Pseudo-code describing the shooting rays
process in the Pyramidal Hemisphere Subdivision

meyhod

The implementation of the spherical triangle
sampling is based on Arvo's method [Arv95].
According to this method, random points uniformly
distributed on the spherical triangle surface are
chosen. To keep an accurate distribution of the
energy, we must calculate the energy sent by a ray.
This energy is proportional to the cosine of the angle
between the direction of the ray and the normal of
the patch.

The distributed energy� tr in a pyramid defined
by a spherical triangle is:

�
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�
�tr

d
itr

cos

Now, selecting uniformly a point on the triangle
to obtain a direction is the same as solving by Monte
Carlo integration the above integral with the
following uniform pdf:

tr
tr

d
pdf
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�
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�

�
�
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This means that, if we select points, the value of
� tr is approximated by:

�
�
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trN

j tr

jtri

tr r1

cos

This can be done by choosing the energy sent by
a ray in the spherical triangle as follows:

tr

tri
ray r�

���
��

cos

wherertr is the number of rays shot in the pyramid,
and � is the angle between the direction of the ray
and the normal of the patch.



If the used unit hemisphere is subdivided inNtr

spherical triangles with equal area, the above two
formulae become:

trtr
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3.3 Optimization of the pyramidal hemisphere
subdivision method

In the Pyramidal Hemisphere Subdivision Method,
we calculate a density for each pyramid. To calculate
this density we must estimate the number of patches
which can receive some energy. In the Section 3.2,
this number is the number of patches contained in a
pyramidal region.

The example of the Figure 8 shows that the
number of patches contained in a region can be a
very rough estimation of the number of visible
patches, because a patch occludes a region.

A better approximation of this number can not be
obtained in the pre-processing phase because this
computation would be very time-consuming.

The idea of this optimisation is to use the rays
shot from the patch (see Figure 7) to refine the
estimation of the number of patches which have
received at least one ray. For each pyramid, we
calculate the ratio�ip of patches intersected by at
least one ray.

Figure 8: The regions A and B are occluded by a
patch

In order to calculate thedensityip, we change the
functiong which becomes:
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Now the value of theg(nip) changes during the
resolution process. This optimisation improves the
efficiency of the Pyramidal Hemisphere Subdivision
method.

3.4 Relation with importance methods

Importance methods work by assigning an initial
importanceV to a whole region in object space or in
image space (i.e. the visible part of the scene). The
importanceI is then computed (usually on the fly or
with a progressive approach [NNB96], [PM93],
[Sbe97]) as the solution of the dual to radiosity
system of equations:

� ��

j
ijjiji VIFRI

The form factors are then weighted with the
importances to obtain transition probabilities biased
towards patches that are important for the region of
interest. This procedure however has the drawback
of having to pre-compute the form factors [PM93].

A variation is directional importance [NNB96].
In it we are interested in which directions are more
important for the illumination of a region, thus the
importance of a patch is substituted by the
importance of a hemispherical region. That is, a
hemispherical region is important if visible patches
within this region are important for the region of
interest. The hemispherical regions that have been
used so far are obtained with parallel and meridian
subdivision. Now, our method bears a ressemblance
with directional importance, but there are important
differences. First is that our region of interest is not a
connected region. This is, small patches or higher
density of objects can be distributed all along the
scene, thus making impractical a directional
importance approach: all hemispherical regions
would have almost the same importance!. Second is
that our method is a greedy one: we only mind for
our regions being directly important to our
unconnected regions of interest, i.e. small patches or
high density of objects. We do not mind at all if a
hemispherical region isundirectly important, this is,
if it sees a patch that in its way is important for the
region of interest. This greedy approach permits us
to really concentrate work where it is needed.

4. IMPLEMENTATION

The Pyramidal Hemisphere Subdivision Method has
been implemented in a Digital Alpha 500au. In the
implemented version, the patches of the scene are
grouped into clusters [Chr95]. If a cluster is, totally
or partially, contained into a pyramid, the clustered
patches are tested for belonging to the pyramid. A
patch belongs to a pyramid if, at least, one vertex of
the patch is contained into the pyramid. The patches
with null reflectivity are not taken into account.

The initial hemisphere is currently subdivided
into four spherical triangles but this number can be
modified by the user. The two spherical triangle
subdivision techniques viewed in section 3.2 have



been implemented and the user can choose the
technique he (she) prefers.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Pyramidal Hemisphere Subdivision (PHS)
method has been compared with the Progressive
Monte Carlo Radiosity (PMCR) method [FP93].

The first test scene contained 13073 patches and
10950 vertices. Experimental tests show that the
Pyramidal method improves Feda's method by
obtaining a useful image faster than the latter one. In
Figure 11 one can see images obtained by the two
methods after five processing steps and 176158 rays
sent in Feda's method while 179281 rays were sent in
the Pyramidal Hemisphere Subdivision method.
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Figure 9: Evolution of the Global RMS Error for the
two methods

The evolution of global RMS error,
corresponding to the whole scene, is described by
the graph of Figure 9, while Figure 10 shows the
evolution of a local RMS error for a part of the scene
formed by the table and the nearest chair (see Figure
12). In these graphs MCR means "Monte Carlo
Radiosity" and PHS "Pyramidal Hemisphere
Subdivision".

The time is practically the same for the two
methods, the additional pre-processing time being
negligible for the scenes used. The additional
memory required by PHS method is approximately
of 1 Mb for the test scene.

The second test scene contained 1450 patches
and 1186 vertices. Figure 13 shows three images.
The first one is the reference scene while the others
represent images of a part of the scene, rendered
using the PMCR method and the PHS method
respectively. The number of rays shot is
approximately 100000 rays for the two methods.
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Figure 10: Evolution of the Local RMS Error for the
two methods

We expected to render the fine details much
sooner and with lower cost, but we surprisingly also
obtained a considerable increase in the overall
efficiency. This we interpret as a consequence of the
more clever ray distribution (and hence, of the
energy).

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A formal description of the pyramidal hemisphere
subdivision technique, has been presented in this
paper. This technique permits to obtain a useful
image of the scene much sooner than with the
progressive refinement Monte Carlo radiosity
algorithm. Moreover, the pyramidal subdivision
technique permits a more accurate processing of
complex regions of the scene.

An improvement of the Pyramidal Hemisphere
radiosity method, allowing more accurate calculation
of the density by using a dynamic estimation of the
number of visible patches in a region, has also been
described.

An adaptive version of the subdivision technique
has been studied and implemented.

We are actually working on the implementation
of this method in the Hierarchical Monte Carlo
Radiosity [BNN98].
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Figure 11: A scene rendered with Monte Carlo radiosity method (left), and with the new method (right)

Figure 12: Details of the scene of Figure 11 rendered with Monte Carlo radiosity (left),
and with the Pyramidal Hemisphere Subdivision method (right)

Figure 13: Another scene and details rendered with Monte Carlo radiosity (middle),
and with the Pyramidal Hemisphere Subdivision method (right)
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